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Welcome to the middle of everywhere!
Wellington Shire is truly in the ‘middle of everywhere’ as
evidenced in the short video clip below. Many studies have
shown that lifestyle factors and where the owner wants to live
is the key determinant for where a new business relocates or
where investment occurs. In that regard Wellington Shire has a
competitive advantage over other regional areas for investment
or for new business. The advocate videos in this prospectus
provide first hand testimonials of this – don’t just take our word
for it. Many of the advocates have relocated from Melbourne
and we hope to attract more virtual commuters.
The RAAF base, dairying, the oil/gas industry and forestry
have been the backbone of our economy serviced by a
number of distinctive towns. Renewable energy (wind, solar
and bioenergy), the new poultry industry and the massive
expansion of the RAAF base into an Australia wide Air Academy
are some examples of exciting developments.

The Council’s 100% planning delegations with the best
planning reputation in Gippsland is often the compelling
reason for new business to locate here or to invest. The poultry
industry is a proven example of that.
The Wellington Shire Investment Prospectus outlines the
strategic competitive advantages and investment opportunities
all in one place. Often you have to look in many places for all
of this information. We have gathered this information into
a single document for your convenience – private/public
sector investment opportunities, Wellington Shire at a glance,
economic profile, major residential/commercial/industrial
growth areas and key industries.
Please contact us with any enquires you may have.
Thank you.
Phone: 1300 366 244
Email: enquiries@wellington.vic.gov.au
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2 | GUNAIKURNAI COUNTRY
Wellington Shire Council
recognises the important
role that Aboriginal
people have had in the
history and the continued
growth of Wellington
Shire. As such, the
Council recognises the
Gunaikurnai People as
the traditional custodians
of the land and pays
respect to Gunaikurnai
Elders past, present
and emerging.

3 | WELLINGTON AT A GLANCE
Just a 2.5 hour drive from Melbourne,
Wellington Shire boasts a range of beautiful
environments to explore, with its pristine
beaches, picturesque mountain ranges,
temperate rainforests, wetlands and plenty of
diverse contrasting spaces to take your
breath away.

Strategic advantages
of Wellington Shire:

A range of private sector
investment opportunities:

✓✓

An ‘open for business’
council with timely
turnarounds

✓✓

Port of Sale Cultural and
Civic Precinct

✓✓

Diversified regional
economy that provides
strong long-term
economic prospects

✓✓

This stunning Shire in the heart of Gippsland
offers prospective residents, businesses and
investors the opportunity to be part of a region
experiencing continued success across robust
legacy industries, as well as exciting and
innovative developments.

West Sale Industrial
Precinct

✓✓

Swanlake Business Park

✓✓

Wellington Business Park

✓✓

West Sale Airport

✓✓

Significant growth fronts
across the region

✓✓

✓✓

Water security, highly
productive soils and a
temperate climate

Public sector investment
across public works
projects:

Strong and wellestablished major
industries that support
the local and State-Wide
economy:

✓✓

✓✓

Agriculture

✓✓

Oil and gas

✓✓

Public administration
and safety

✓✓

Aviation and defence

✓✓

Renewable energy and
carbon capture

✓✓

Health care and social
support

✓✓

Construction

✓✓

✓✓

✓✓
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Excellent transport
corridors to key hubs in
Victoria, NSW and the
ACT

Extension of the famous
Great Southern Rail Trail
to improve access for
more Victorians
Upgrade of Sale Aqua
Energy Leisure Centre to
modernise facilities and
improve accessibility
Sale alternative truck
bypass to reduce travel
times, decrease heavy
traffic through Sale and
improve road safety
The Wedge
entertainment centre
upgrade
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Wellington Shire is the
third largest municipality in
Victoria, covering an area
of 10,924 square kilometres
to the east of the state.
Wellington Shire is easily
accessible from Melbourne
by either road or rail with an
approximate travel time of
2.5 hours. Linked to Sydney
and Melbourne by the Princes
Highway, it also boasts direct
links to Canberra and the
eastern seaboard of New
South Wales.

SO

There is a wide variety
of industry and business
contributing to the local
economy including;
mining, offshore oil and
gas extraction, primary
production and agriculture,
tourism and service
industries, retail, healthcare,
education and community
services. Agricultural land
in Wellington Shire offers
some of the best conditions
in the state, with Gippsland
fast developing a name as
Victoria’s Food Bowl. The
Macalister Irrigation District,
with its centre at Maffra,
supports Wellington’s strong
dairy, beef and vegetable
growing industries comprising
award winning businesses
providing goods Australia
wide. The ESSO gas plant,
south of Sale, supplies
Victoria and New South Wales
with natural gas. A number
of local companies provide
services to the Bass Strait oil
and gas industry, operated
by Exxon Mobil (ESSO) who
completed the construction
of a $1b gas reconditioning
plant in 2017, confirming
our place as one of Victoria’s
major energy regions.
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Gas and
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PORT ALBERT
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5 | STRATEGIC ADVANTAGES

HELEN’S STORY
Helen and her husband Robert manage the Best Friend Holiday
Retreat in the Tarra Valley, Gippsland. Their family moved
to Tarra Valley from Melbourne after being amazed by the
incredibly beautiful rainforest and charm of rural life.
Helen and Robert bought the for-sale holiday retreat after
a single visit, and have welcomed countless guests to the
charming property ever since. Helen has also continued in her
professional career by working as a doctor at the local hospital
part-time.

“
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Diversified regional
economy with strong
long-term economic
prospects

✓✓

Excellent transport
corridors to Melbourne,
NSW and the ACT

✓✓

Water security, highly
productive soils and a
temperate climate

✓✓

Affordable property
and land

Water security, highly productive soils and a
temperate climate

Wellington Shire has the best performing Land Use Planning
team in Victoria, as evidenced by the Consulting Surveyors
Victoria’s 2017 and 2021 Award for Municipal Excellence Rural
Category. The Council’s Planning Team enables the quick
turnaround of planning applications and provides business
certainty when investing in Wellington Shire.

Agricultural land in Wellington Shire offers some of the best
conditions in the state, with Gippsland fast developing a name
as Victoria’s Food Bowl. The Macalister Irrigation District, with
its centre at Maffra, supports Wellington’s strong dairy, beef
and vegetable growing industries comprising award winning
businesses providing goods Australia wide. The Macalister
Irrigation District has recently benefited from a $62.7m
investment in irrigation infrastructure.

Diversified regional economy that provides
strong long-term economic prospects

‘Open for business’
culture with the best
Land Use Planning team
in Victoria

✓✓

An ‘open for business’ council with quick
approval turnarounds

Wellington Shire is also part of the broader Gippsland region’s
‘Economic Growth Zone’, which has been established as part of
a $266 million regional economic development program.

Wellington Shire is
celebrated for its:
✓✓

People want to come into the area and
experience the best of what regional
Victoria has to offer

“

Wellington has well
established, stable, exportorientated and increasingly
diverse industries. Much
of the economic stability
has come from strong
primary industries
(agribusiness, oil and gas).
In turn these have provided
important opportunities in
secondary sectors such as
manufacturing and food
processing. Along with
growth in existing industries
such as defence and health,
new investment, innovation
and technology is helping
to diversify and further
strengthen the economy.

Wellington’s economy is stable because of its ‘specialised
diversity’. Unlike many other parts of rural Victoria, the shire
does not rely on just one industry sector for its economic
security. It benefits from specialisation in agribusiness, oil
and gas, public administration and safety, health, defence
and construction. It is also likely to benefit from even greater
diversification in the coming decades with the rise of new
industries such as renewable energy in the region. The range
of activities provides Wellington with a strong economic base;
creating over 18,000 jobs and a gross regional product of $3.4
billion as of 2019.

The Princes Highway East Upgrade
The Princes Highway East Upgrade is a $513m project that aims to improve safety
and reduce travel times between Traralgon and Sale by increasing road capacity and
providing a consistent two-lane highway in both directions. The upgrade is now in its
final stage, having recently secured Victorian and Australian Government funding. It is
set to be complete in 2024.

Excellent transport corridors to key hubs in
Victoria, NSW and the ACT
Wellington is easily accessible from Melbourne by either road
or rail with a convenient travel time of approximately 2.5 hours.
Linked to Sydney and Melbourne by the Princes Highway, it
also boasts direct links to Canberra and the eastern seaboard
of New South Wales. These established roads and rail systems
enable efficient transportation and exporting of goods to major
areas in metropolitan Melbourne and NSW.

Affordable property and land
The communities in Wellington Shire boast a variety of
affordable housing options. When compared to similar houses
in metropolitan or larger regional centres, properties in
Wellington Shire are available at significantly lower prices. In
2019 median house prices in Wellington were $265,000 while
median unit and apartment prices were $170,000. Properties in
Wellington vary from quality executive town housing to acreage
properties and can complement any lifestyle.

Internet connectivity
nbn™ has announced that Sale is one of the nation’s
Business Fibre Zones. Within these zones nbn is offering
Enterprise Ethernet to service providers with no up-front
build costs. This enables businesses to access businessgrade fibre and is a competitive advantage for doing
business in Sale. Elsewhere in the municipality, quality
internet access is available to support work from home
and business activities.
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PRIVATE SECTOR
As Wellington Shire’s community and
industries continue to develop and diversify,
new and innovative opportunities are
emerging for investment in the region. The
following investment opportunities are well
suited for innovation and expansion across
the private sector.

Port of Sale Cultural and Civic Precinct
The site is located to the south of the Sale CBD, within the existing Port of Sale Cultural and Civic
Precinct and is bound by Desailly Street to the west, McMillan Street to the south, Raymond
Street to the east and more generally by The Wedge (Wellington Entertainment Centre) to the
north. A mixed range of uses such as tourism, commercial and high density residential are
expected to be facilitated on the site. The site has significant economic and commercial potential
as a strategically important component of the overall Port of Sale Precinct.
The former Sale Police Station is a prominent and strategically located site at the entrance to
Sale from the South Gippsland Highway (York Street South). The site is in excellent proximity to
the Sale CBD, the Port of Sale Precinct, Aqua Energy Leisure Centre and Lake Guthridge. The site
is a Residential Growth Zone with the potential for a high quality housing development.

ADVANTAGES

Water front
location

Leverage
recent
investment

Close proximity
to significant
landmarks
and existing
infrastructure

Heavy foot
traffic

West Sale Industrial Precinct (adjacent to West Sale Airport, Princes
Highway and Gippsland rail line)
The land is located adjacent to the West Sale Airport, covering an area of approximately
55ha and provides new industrial development opportunities in close proximity to Sale. The
site presents significant potential economic benefits and synergies, which could be derived
from co-location with the Airport (including the opportunity to form a consolidated aviation,
manufacturing and business precinct) and benefits from direct access to the duplicated Princes
Highway and Sale Alternate Truck Route.

ADVANTAGES

Affordable land
prices

Easy access
to freight and
transport
routes

Significant green
fields site

Swanlake Business Park
Swanlake Business Park on the Princes Highway in North Sale provides a range of commercial
development opportunities. Land is zoned and serviced.
Swanlake Business Park has been split into two precincts; a business park and bulky goods lots.
A mixed range of uses are expected to be accommodated on the site including a homemaker
centre, supermarket, offices, fast food outlets and super-sized retail S.T.C.A. There is the
opportunity to buy, build or rent custom-built premises. The site will have good internal road
access, and extensive car parking provisions.

ADVANTAGES

Affordable land
prices

Easy access
to freight and
transport
routes

Ready to go

For more information contact Wellington Shire Council:
Email: enquiries@wellington.vic.gov.au
Phone: 1300 366 244
9
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Wellington Business Park
Wellington Business Park is a prime industrial growth area in Sale, in close proximity to RAAF
Base East Sale. A range of lot sizes are available to support further business investment.
Dawson Street: With a total area of some 16,272sqm (4.02 acres) this prime site boasts two road
frontages and a current overlay for 3 substantial lots all in the region of 5,000-6,000sqm. This
gives you the option to utilise the site in its entirety or develop as you see fit.

Significant growth fronts / projects across the region
There are significant growth fronts that exist across the six major towns of the municipality. The diverse
range of opportunities that exist for developers, construction, real estate as well as large and small
businesses are demonstrated through the maps below. There are also significant renewable energy
investments proposed in the municipality and value add opportunities (e.g. vegetable processing) in the
Macalister Irrigation District.

Somerton Park Road: With a total area of some 32,117 sqm (7.94 acres) this prime site boasts
four road frontages and a current overlay for 20 smaller lots to be created.

ADVANTAGES

Affordable land
property prices

Easy access
to freight and
transport
routes

Ready to go

TO LAKES
ENTRANCE / NSW

Macalister
Irrigation
District

MAFFRA

West Sale Airport (YWSL)

HEYFIELD

West Sale Airport boasts the longest 30m wide runway in regional Victoria at 1,800m supported
by high quality aeronautical infrastructure and established onsite aviation maintenance
businesses. The airport has benefited from over $10M in investment in recent years and
is situated within close proximity to other major Victorian airports. Two large aprons
accommodating up to Code C aircraft together with onsite aviation fuel makes West Sale highly
suited to a variety of aviation operations.

West Sale
Airport / Industrial
precinct

Businesses looking to expand or establish aviation related developments are invited to enquire.

Easy access
to freight and
transport
routes

Ready to go
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For more information contact Wellington Shire Council:
Email: enquiries@wellington.vic.gov.au
Phone: 1300 366 244

Longford lifestyle
lots / Golf course
development

SO

UT

NICK’S STORY
Nick Anderson is the Managing Director of the NBA Group, a land
development consultancy based in Sale. The NBA Group
specialise in rezoning, subdivision and facilitating the land
development process.
Nick relocated his business from Melbourne to Sale in 2005, wanting
his kids to have the same lifestyle opportunities that he had growing
up in the region. Based in Sale, Nick and his family are a few hours
away from skiing Mt Hotham, 20 minutes from surfing the 90 mile
beach, and 45 minutes away from the Gippsland lakes.
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Why wouldn’t you want to live in
Gippsland? You really can have the best
of both worlds living up here

“

“

TO MELBOURNE

YARRAM

Star of the South
proposal
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PUBLIC SECTOR

Wellington Shire Council has a strong focus of supporting and enabling industry
development as well as investment opportunities. Ranging from rail expansion
to upgrading key community amenities, there are several initiatives underway
that are well positioned to boost the regional economy and local community
facilities.

Upgrade of Sale Aqua Energy Leisure Centre to modernise facilities and
improve accessibility
The Aqua Energy Leisure Centre is visited 220,000 times a year from people throughout
Wellington Shire, catering to those at every stage of life; from babies learning about water safety
to older residents engaging in hydrotherapy sessions. In 2020 Council approved a concept
design to redevelop the facility, including new pools, refurbished change areas and a 24-hour
gym. It also includes improving amenities for older children and adults with high support needs
eliminating internal ramps and stairs so that the entire complex is on one level, with universal
accessibility achieved throughout.
The $12.9 million upgrade requires a minimum of $3 million in government funding.

Sale alternative truck route to reduce travel times, decrease heavy traffic
and improve road safety
Wellington Shire Council is working with Regional Roads Victoria to upgrade intersections,
improve roads and strengthen bridges along the Sale Alternative Truck Route. The upgrade will
reduce travel time, decrease the volume of heavy vehicle traffic through central Sale, improve
road safety and help revitalise Sale as a tourism destination.
Find out more at Regional Roads Victoria

HARRY’S STORY
Harry Hook is a local Wellington musician who has returned to
the charm and bustling music scene of Sale after developing his
craft in the heart of country music, Nashville. Harry returned to
Sale after 10 years to reconnect with the unique and exciting
music circuit that he grew up in and inspired his original music.
The pub music scene, the Bundy Hall (www.liveatthebundy.
com.au)’, The Wedge (www.thewedge.com.au) and other
local venues provide special performance spaces for crossgenre passionate artists to come together with enthusiastic
audiences.
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The people [in Wellington] are very
loyal, kind, and willing to go on any
journey with you

“

“
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0.6%

2 0 1 9 G R P 19.4%

GROWTH

3.9%
UNEMPLOYMENT

2018-2019

44,380
COMPARED WITH

4.2%

GIPPSLAND

5.24%
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OVER THE NEXT 10 YEARS

6%

18,111

J OBS

17.14% OF GIPPSLAND REGION
1.73% GROWTH RATE 2014-2019

LARGEST INDUSTRIES BY JOBS

15%

AGRICULTURE,
FORESTRY & FISHING

12%

HEALTHCARE
& SOCIAL
ASSISTANCE

10%
RETAIL
TRADE

9%

PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
& SAFETY

COLLECTIVELY ACCOUNT FOR 60% OF ALL JOBS

UNIVERSITY EDUCATED

25%
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$3.4B

(WITH BACHELORS DEGREE
OR HIGHER)

OF $17.7B FOR
GIPPSLAND REGION

AVERAGE ANNUAL REAL
GRP GROWTH RATE

$6.8B

2019 ANNUAL
ECONOMIC OUTPUT

LARGEST
INDUSTRIES
BY ECONOMIC
OUTPUT

POPULATION

16%

CONSTRUCTION

4.1%

GIPPSLAND

3.7%
VICTORIA

19.1%

OF $35.6B FOR
GIPPSLAND REGION

15%
MINING

14%

AGRICULTURE,
FORESTRY & FISHING

12%

MANUFACTURING

COLLECTIVELY ACCOUNT FOR 56% OF ALL JOBS

WELLINGTON IS A $3.1B $1.9B
REGIONAL
REGIONAL
N E T E X P O RT E R EXPORTS IMPORTS
26.5% OF THE $11.74B REGIONAL EXPORTS GENERATED IN GIPPSLAND REGION
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Agriculture
Relative to other parts of
rural Victoria, Wellington’s
economy is strong and
diverse in well-established
major industries including
agribusiness, construction,
oil and gas, public
administration and health.
These industries form the
basis of Wellington’s robust
and stable economy and
produce considerable flowon benefits to the rest of
the economy.

Our favourable combination of stable climate, high and
reliable rainfall, strong stream flows, reliable water storage,
irrigation infrastructure, and fertile soils and pastures provide
a natural advantage for agriculture businesses. These natural
advantages, together with a skilled local workforce, make it a
favoured investment region for successful enterprises pre and
post-farmgate, and within the processing and allied industries.
Over many years, the respected reputation of Gippsland’s food
and fibre production has been grounded in good industry
stewardship and management of resources.
Agriculture has the largest physical presence in the Gippsland
region, generating a total output close to $5 billion, of which
Wellington Shire produces $900 million. In dairy alone, it is
currently worth around $820 million in farm, manufacturing
and export value; approximately 6% of the national total. Over
14% of Wellington’s workforce is employed in this sector. The
Shire also has 52% of Gippsland’s private timber plantations
and three timber mills.
Wellington also has a booming broiler industry with room
to grow. The broiler industry has experienced strong recent
growth in Wellington Shire given land availability and
proximity to processing facilities. Considerable further
expansion is planned.

Macalister Irrigation District modernisation
to improve efficiency for irrigators, save
water and improve the health of local lakes
The Macalister Irrigation District (MID) is the largest
irrigation area south of the Great Dividing Range and
contributes over $500m to the Victorian economy
through dairy, horticulture, cropping and beef cattle. The
district is undergoing a $62.7 million upgrade over four
years that will be funded by the Australian and Victorian
governments and MID customers. The upgrades will
improve water delivery, generate annual water savings
in excess of 12 gigalitres and provide strengthened
opportunity for agricultural investment. There is also
opportunity for the spatial extent of the MID to be
further expanded to allow for further agricultural
investment/growth.
For more information or to explore opportunities
to expand the MID contact Southern Rural Water at
telephone +61 (0)3 5139 3100 or 1300 139 510, or email
srw@srw.com.au

Working with local industry, Council has already embarked on
efforts to identify and support the expansion and diversification
of agribusiness activity. This includes looking into productivity
improvements through infrastructure investment and
innovation; new niche markets, including agribusiness training;
and new sectors (e.g. horticulture). In timber, the emphasis is
on greater efficiency in milling, the potential use of biomass to
become more energy efficient and expanding both domestic
and international markets.

COLM & CHRIS’ STORY
Colm and Chris are in Gippsland to develop a new chicken
farm for Inghams Enterprises, while exploring possible
bio-energy opportunities in the area. As a long-term
supplier to Inghams for over 30 years, Chris was trusted to
establish this new farm in a location that has the required
environmental and planning conditions as well as the
market opportunities needed to confidently make the $25
million investment.

19

We were able to get a fair hearing
with the council and get all the
required approvals

“

“
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Renewable energy and
carbon capture
While traditional power
generation from the
Wellington Shire and
neighbouring regions will
continue to cover the majority
of Victoria’s power needs,
opportunities have emerged
for the private sector to take
a leading role in the research,
trialling and implementation
of technologies and practices
that will enable the more
sustainable use of resources
for power generation into
the future.
In particular, Wellington has
promising off-shore carbon
capture storage sites, high
quality on and off-shore wind
conditions and good solar
conditions, which provide
exciting opportunities
for ongoing sustainable
renewable and clean energy.

Solis solar farms
The Ferguson Family and Marathon Electrical have formed a consortium with
Melbourne based company Solis RE.
In 2019 they acquired 3 parcels of land for renewable projects with a primary
focus on solar and battery power, followed by wind power and finally other power
alternatives such as hydrogen. The project will firm up the supply and reliability of
distribution of power in the region, which currently suffers from supply and
voltage issues.
The projects, which includes Australia’s first operational Hybrid Renewable Energy
Park at an estimated cost of $1.2b are planned to deliver 600+MW of solar power,
600+MW battery energy storage. It is also expected to generate 1,200 local jobs in
the region.
The planning permit application for the first project in Perry Bridge, at an estimated
cost of $125m was lodged with the department of Environment, Water, Land and
Planning in September 2020.
For more information see: http://www.solisre.com.au/repowering-gippsland/ and
https://www.perrybridgesolar.com.au/project

Trina Solar farm in Maffra
✓✓

$50m investment

✓✓

Approved by council in 2018

✓✓

30 megawatts of power ~ 7,200 households

✓✓

Development could create more than
100 local jobs, as well as some ongoing
employment

Star of the South Offshore Windfarm
Australia’s first offshore windfarm project with
potential to supply up to 20% of the State of
Victoria’s electricity.
The project would invest $8.7b in Victoria, and
create around 2,000 jobs in Victoria over its
lifetime, including 760 Gippsland jobs during
construction and 200 ongoing local jobs once
it’s up and running.
If developed, specific opportunities would exist
for construction, local manufacturing, supply
and apprentices.
For more information see
https://www.starofthesouth.com.au/

Renewable Energy Zones
With necessary upgrades to our electricity
grid, Wellington Shire is ideally located to
harness the enormous potential of solar, wind
and hydro resources to provide clean, reliable
and affordable energy to all Victorians while
delivering jobs and investment for our regions.

CarbonNet Project
The CarbonNet Project (CarbonNet) is investigating the potential for establishing a
commercial-scale carbon capture and storage (CCS) network. The network would
bring together multiple carbon dioxide (CO2) capture projects in Victoria’s Latrobe
Valley, transporting CO2 via a shared pipeline and injecting it into deep underground,
offshore storage sites in Bass Strait.
CarbonNet is investigating the potential for CCS in Gippsland as the region is widely
recognised as a world-class location offering significant potential for CCS. In early
2017 the Victorian and Commonwealth governments agreed to progress CarbonNet
to Stage 3 – Project Development and Commercial Establishment. For more
information see: https://earthresources.vic.gov.au/projects/carbonnet-project/faqsand-reports

The Australian Energy Market Operator’s (AEMO)
Integrated System Plan (ISP) identified six
Victorian Renewable Energy Zones (REZs) which
includes Wellington Shire.
The Victorian Government has committed to
developing the REZs to meet the following
objectives:
✓✓

ensure that communities, including
traditional owners, are engaged in the
process

✓✓

provide for the orderly, planned
development of renewable energy
resources

✓✓

efficiently and effectively expand the grid
and connect new generation

✓✓

reduce network congestion and costs

The REZs will help facilitate investment in
renewable energy to unlock their full potential.
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Oil and gas

Health care and social support

Construction

Wellington is a leading traditional energy
producer using oil and gas reserves, generating
over $1b in output annually for the economy.
Its Longford plants, which currently include
three gas plants and one crude oil stabilisation
plant have processed more than half of
Australia’s crude oil and hydrocarbon liquids
and currently supplies around 20% of eastern
Australia’s gas market. In 2017 Exxon Mobil
completed construction of a $1billion gas
reconditioning plant, confirming our place as
one of Victoria’s major energy regions. At least
for the next few decades the sector will provide
a large and stable number of secure,
well-paid jobs.

Wellington Shire’s health care and social assistance sector
employs over 2,200 people and generates around $300m in
output for the region. Central Gippsland Health (CGH) is the
major provider of health and aged care services in the region
and serves an immediate population of central Gippsland and
reaches a wider community in East Gippsland in terms of more
specialised services such as perinatal services, critical care
and surgery.

The Construction industry sector makes the greatest
contribution to economic output in the region, which at
$1.1b accounts for 15.78% of total output. As the third largest
municipality in Victoria, Wellington Shire is responsible for
building and maintaining a broad range of infrastructure to
improve the overall quality of life and to meet the needs of the
local community.

Golden Beach Gas Project will ensure critical gas
supply and storage infrastructure to Australia’s east
coast energy market
The Golden Beach Gas Field is located approximately 3km offshore
in the Gippsland Basin, Australia’s oldest and most prolific gasproducing regions. This project will initially increase domestic gas
supply before transitioning to storage operations which will enhance
energy market security and efficiency, while supporting a State-wide
transition to renewable energy.

Aviation and Defence
The aviation sector is well established in the
Wellington Shire with the Royal Australian Air
Force (RAAF) base in East Sale and West Sale
Airport. The RAAF base has recently undergone
a $385 million dollar redevelopment, including
new facilities, security upgrades, new air traffic
control complex and numerous ancillary
developments. Across Wellington’s aviation
sector there are opportunities for aircraft
(and component parts) manufacturing,
maintenance, refurbishment, pilot training
and more.
Given the existing aviation sector in the
Wellington Shire, there are strong supply
chains already in place. Additionally, the large
advanced manufacturing and engineering
sectors in neighbouring regions of Gippsland
provide a highly skilled workforce and a
capacity to provide a wide range of parts and
supplies. Education in the sector is provided
through numerous aviation-specific courses
available through the local TAFE Gippsland
network, which is expanding their aero skills
courses and feature avionics training at the
Sale campus. The Gippsland region provides
numerous cost savings for potential aviation
companies in the form of lower industrial land
costs, lower lease costs and lower cost of living
(and associated lower wages).

CGH is a sub-regional and an integrated health service,
providing a broad range of primary, secondary and tertiary
services, including a comprehensive range of Home and
Community Care services, through to adult intensive, coronary
care and level 4 neonatal care.
Sale Hospital is the largest hospital campus within CGH. It has
a 24-hour emergency department, operating theatres, Critical
Care Unit, Level 2 Special Care Nursery, maternity services,
paediatrics, dialysis, oncology, and general medical and
surgical wards.

The Shire is responsible for the management of key community
assets and infrastructure, including creating, maintaining
and expanding public facilities, recreation amenities, and
community buildings. It is also responsible for maintaining
a network of sealed and unsealed public roads across the
municipality that totals approximately 3,100km. Ongoing
and future community development projects provide a basis
for Wellington Shire’s thriving Construction Industry which is
further enriched by private enterprise.

East Sale RAAF Base Air Mission Training System
(AMTS)
The Royal Australian Air Force is undergoing a transformation to
become what is calls “the world’s first 5th-Generation Air Force”. Part
of this transition involves significant changes to how it trains pilots
and aircrew, particularly at the new Air Academy at East Sale. This
includes a $1.2b investment in the AIR 5428 Phase 1 Pilot Training
System (PTS); a new approach to teaching pilots that includes new
training aircrafts, Flight Simulators, a modern learning environment
and updated courseware.
In the coming years the Australian Government aims to procure a
Fifth Generation Air Mission Training System (AMTS) for the RAAF
base in East Sale. The new system will provide an Integrated
Learning Environment (ILE), ground-based training, and airborne
training for Air Force Air Battle Managers, Air Mobility Officers, Air
Traffic Controllers, Electronic Warfare Officers, Maritime Patrol and
Response Officers, Operations Officers, and Weapons System Officers.
For more information see: https://asiapacificdefencereporter.com/
air-5428-some-delays-but-for-a-good-reason/ and https://adbr.com.
au/rfi-released-for-adf-air-mission-training-system/

Watch a YouTube clip
showcasing aviation in
Wellington Shire Council,
including the RAAF Base East
Sale, West Sale Airport and
Yarram Aerodrome.

Public administration and safety

In 2019 there were over 1,600 people
working in this sector (excluding Defence),
generating around $550m in output for the
region. The sector includes Local, State and
Commonwealth government agencies, as well
as the Fulham Correctional Centre.
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Wellington has strong logistics and transport capability, incorporating road, rail
and air transport options. The Gippsland rail line and duplicated Princes Highway
provides good access to Melbourne markets, along with well-established transport
links throughout Gippsland and into New South Wales.
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10 | LIFESTYLE BENEFITS
As remote working and
digital connectivity creates
a range of possibilities for
people and businesses
to relocate out of cities,
Australia is experiencing
a regional and rural
renaissance. Living and
working in Wellington
offers residents endless
opportunities to find the
right lifestyle balance to
meet their needs, with
access to all the amenities
and comforts of the big city
without the traffic jams, with
and abundance of natural
beauty right outside
your backdoor.

Abundance of natural beauty and recreation activities
The natural beauty and easy access to a diversity of landscape
sets Wellington Shire apart. Our environmental values provide
an enviable lifestyle and visitor destination, with close
proximity to pristine seasides and beaches, snowfields, lakes
and rivers, bushland and rainforests.
Wellington Shire is located in one of the most beautiful corners
of Australia. From the spectacular Gippsland High Country
through to the scenic Ninety Mile Beach, the region is one of the
most enjoyable and visited areas of Victoria. From Sale, visitors
can ski or snowboard the Victorian Alps during winter and then
visit the Ninety Mile Beach during summer.
The region has a staggering array of landscapes which expands
to the Gippsland Lakes, accessible by boat from the Port of
Sale and nearby Loch Sport. The Gippsland Lakes is the largest
network of inland waterways in Australia and ideal for aquatic
adventures and ardent relaxing. Visitors can skipper the Lakes
on a chartered yacht or cruiser, hit the water on skis,
25

with paddles, or simply dip a toe in. Cruise boats will take
nature lovers on tours to see rare dolphins, and out to island
homes of koalas, seals and myriad water birds.
Anglers can cast a line from hotspots for exceptional lake
fishing or surf fishing from Port Albert, Seaspray, Golden Beach
or Loch Sport. Wellington Shire has many walking and bike
riding opportunities for residents and visitors. Sale has an
extensive network of shared paths. The Gippsland Plains Rail
Trail extends 67km from Traralgon to nearby Stratford. Blores
Hill Mountain Bike Park is one of Victoria’s best mountain
bike tracks, located 30 minutes from Sale and has a series of
mountain bike trails suitable for beginner to advanced
bike riders.
The council has invested in upgrading the Cameron Sporting
Complex Stadium in Maffra to make it a regionally significant
facility.
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Affordable housing and diversity of lifestyle
opportunities
The communities in Wellington Shire boast a variety of
affordable housing options. When compared to similar
houses in metropolitan or larger regional centres, properties
in Wellington Shire are available at lower prices. Properties in
Wellington vary from quality executive town housing to acreage
properties and can complement any lifestyle.

Recent investments in higher education and lifestyle facilities
Wherever you are situated in the Shire, you’re within reach of an abundance of key facilities. The region offers the very best in
education, healthcare services and providers, as well as a lively restaurant and café culture centred around the very best in
local produce.

Quality education
Wellington Shire hosts a range of quality schools, including
30 primary schools and 5 secondary schools. There is a wide
variety of options including public, private, specialist and
international boarding options, all at significantly lower rates
than its city counterparts and no lengthy waiting. Students
seeking higher education can access TAFEs in Sale region,
where a new state-of-the-art campus is due to be built in 2022.

The recently built $14 million Port of
Sale precinct includes the Gippsland
Art Gallery, Sale Library, the Visitor
Information Centre, the Wedge
Performing Arts Centre and cafes

Health and social care

Gippsland Art Gallery

The Shire supports the health and wellbeing of residents
through a range of public health and community
education programs.

The new Gippsland Art Gallery is the premier gallery
in the region. Showcasing art from the region and
beyond, the Gallery features six exhibition spaces with
regularly changing displays. The gallery hosts around
thirty exhibitions of local, national and international
significance, in addition to ongoing and evolving
displays of the permanent collection.

General and specialist health care and aged care services
are provided through CGH and other local health providers,
supporting residents through all stages of life with critical care
and surgery services.

Diversity of towns, each with great services and
infrastructure
Wellington Shire is home to a range of tight-knit communities
including Maffra, Heyfield, Stratford and Yarram where you’ll
quickly find yourself right at home with the wonderful people
and small-town charm, as well as the larger region city of
Sale which is full of wonderful amenities, quality schools and
a solid variety of employment opportunities. The Shire truly
has everything needed for finding the right balance for your
lifestyle.

Katja Heinemann is the local barber in Yarram, and
also sells balms and other skincare items as part of
her apothecary services. Katja moved to Yarram from
Melbourne after taking a road trip away and falling in
love with the countryside and finding romance in the
area. Katja was attracted to the simple quiet life, open
skies and sense of community across the region.

The Cameron Sporting Complex Stadium
Redevelopment Project was developed by Wellington
Shire Council, Latrobe Valley Authority, Maffra
Basketball Association and Maffra Gymnastic Club in
partnership with the Victorian Government.
This project involved an extensive upgrade with the
aim of becoming a regionally significant facility for
gymnastics, enhancing the experience for existing and
additional user groups and increasing participation
in sport and recreation within the Maffra and
surrounding districts.
The project enabled the facility to be accessed by
additional user groups, including Volleyball and
Netball participants.

The Wedge
The Wedge Performing Arts Centre is a contemporary
hub for performing arts and entertainment complete
with theatre, versatile meeting rooms and a modern
café/restaurant, Portside.

New purpose-built TAFE Gippsland
campus to meet the local student and
industry needs
A new $25 million, state-of-the-art campus will shortly
be built at the Port of Sale. The new campus will
deliver leading education and training across a range
of disciplines to meet local employment availability
and needs and improve access for students in the
Wellington Shire.
For more information see: https://www.tafegippsland.
edu.au/about/mediacentre/2020/an_important_
step_closer_to_a_new_port_of_sale_campus

“
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There’s always something new to
discover here

Sale Library in the new Port of Sale building provides
free high speed digital infrastructure and offers access
to a large range of adult and children’s books, DVDs,
talking books, newspapers and magazines. A local
history collection is also available for local and family
history research.

Operated by Wellington Shire Council, this multi
award winning venue provides outstanding facilities
and services for touring performances and local
theatre groups. The John Leslie Theatre at The Wedge
offers an intimate performance environment for up to
400 in permanent seats arranged in tiered rows and
boasts a sprung stage floor, mechanical orchestra pit,
and attracts leading national and
international performers.

KATJA’S STORY

“

Sale Library

$10M Redevelopment Cameron Sporting
Complex, Maffra
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11 | FIND OUT MORE
Businesses establishing within Wellington Shire
can access additional Victorian Government
financial support, noting its location within
the Latrobe Valley Economic Growth Zone.
This additional Victorian Government support
can include financial support to establish
infrastructure which facilitates new employment
and a range of support programs to attract new
business into the region.

Investment and Economic
Development
For investment and economic development
enquiries please contact Council’s Senior
Economic Development Officer, Geoff Hay
Email: geoffh@wellington.vic.gov.au
Mobile: 0429 869 638
Phone: 03 5142 3043

Wellington Shire Council
For all other enquiries, please contact Wellington
Shire Council
Phone: 1300 366 244
Email: enquiries@wellington.vic.gov.au

Other Information and Support
Visit our ‘The Middle of Everywhere’ website
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